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Working together to use influence as a force for good.

At the second annual Influencer Summit at Expo East 2018,  
100 top health and wellness influencers will gather to discuss 
what's next. What's next for their brands? What's next for this 
interesting and growing style of marketing and content creation? 
What's next in health and wellness? And how can influencers 
tap into their creative brains and big hearts to keep spreading  
a positive health message that reaches more people? 

As consumers themselves, influencers have a unique voice 
and role in driving the natural and organic products industry 
forward. This industry has always been called to a higher mission  
of inspiring and achieving more health for more people, disrupting 
the status quo, challenging companies to do better and calling on 
each other to view and conduct business as a force for good. 

At New Hope Network, we aim to engage with today’s top 
influencers to help spread the innovation and inspiration that 
emerges from Natural Products Expo East. Today's influencers 
are diverse. They are educators, experts in their fields and 
passionate advocates who bring their own missions and values 
to life through content creation, daily interactions, digital and 
in-person coaching and the art of storytelling. They recognize the 
importance of authentic relationships and the power of fueling 
a deeper purpose. Each of these influencers is a commanding 
force on her or his own. Together, we’re unstoppable.   

What's next for influence?TM

@natprodexpo
#ExpoEast

#InfluencerSummit
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CHANGE
MAKERS

• sustainable  
environment advocates

•  healthy food access

• organic and clean 
 label activists

• less waste

• policy backers

• change and impact  
through voice

Haile Thomas, Girl Empowered and the HAPPY Organization
Haile is 17 years old, an international speaker, health activist, vegan food and 
lifestyle influencer, the youngest Certified Integrative Health Coach in the U.S., 
and the founder/CEO of the nonprofit HAPPY (Healthy Active Positive Purposeful 
Youth). Haile founded HAPPY when she was 12 years old to address the need for 
free and low-cost plant-based nutrition and culinary education in under served 
and at-risk communities, as well as in schools and through annual summer camps.

Haile has personally engaged more than 15,000 kids and thousands of adults 
around the world since beginning her activism in 2010. She was inspired to  
pursue this passion after her family successfully reversed her father’s type 2  
diabetes without the use of medication, only healthy eating and lifestyle choices, 
and upon learning that kids were also increasingly being diagnosed with  
conditions like diabetes, heart disease and obesity. 

Haile and her work have been featured on the Today Show, Food Network, 
CNN, Buzzfeed, MTV, NowThis, Dr. Oz, Teen Vogue, Fortune, O Magazine, and 
Experience Life Magazine.

hailevthomas.com and thehappyorg.org
 @hailethomas; @thehappyorg
 /hailevthomas; /thehappyorgusa
 @hailevthomas; @thehappyorg
 Plant-Powered Haile

change makers
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Tiffany Stuart, It’s Me, Lady G
Tiffany is a native Brooklynite and mom. Her brand “It’s Me, Lady G” originally  
came from a nickname she was given based on her love of Harry Potter 
 (“G” for Gryffindor).

But as she came into her own, the “G” starting taking on new meanings, such  
as Lady “Green Living,” Lady “Good Eating,” and Lady “Get Up and Go.” Tiffany 
is currently pursuing her wellness education by studying integrative nutrition 
and health coaching. With a BBA and experience in marketing and sales, 
Tiffany has been called on by several companies for brand consultantion to 
increase web presence, clarify purpose, marketability and affordable social 
media strategies.

itsmeladyg.com
 @itsmeladyg
 /itsmeladyg
 @itsmeladygnyc
 /itsmeladyg

Cynthia Barstow, Protect Our Breasts
Cynthia is the founder and executive director of Protect Our Breasts,  
a peer-to-peer communications project dedicated to educating about  
chemicals of concern in products and packaging for a safer marketplace.  
The business school-based organization is run by an executive board of  
college-aged students on campus chapters throughout the northeast. 
    
Cynthia teaches sustainability marketing, sustainable product innovation  
(biomimicry and green chemistry) and marketing fundamentals for the  
Isenberg School of Management at UMass Amherst. She is the president  
of Seed to Shelf: Marketing for Sustainability, a marketing consulting firm  
for the natural and organic industry. 

protectourbreasts.org
 @protectourbreasts
 /ProtectOurBreasts
 @ProtectBreasts
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Erin Hendrickson, RDN, LD, The Minimalist RD
Erin is a farm girl turned freelance writer and content creator for  
sustainable, small footprint brands and corporations. She is an award  
winning registered dietitian nutritionist by trade, with nearly a decade  
of experience in the corporate wellness world.

Erin's passion is helping others ‘live more with less.’ Through her creative  
space at MinimalistRD.com, she preaches LESS processed ingredients and 
MORE real food,  LESS waste and MORE sustainable practices, LESS dieting  
and MORE mindfulness, and finally LESS busyness and MORE life.

MinimalistRD.com
 @theMinimalistRD
 /theMinimalistRD
 @theMinimalistRD

Hannah Testa, Hannah4Change
Hannah is a sustainability advocate, international speaker and founder 
of Hannah4Change, an organization dedicated to fighting issues that 
impact the planet. She is a vegan who enjoys healthy living and loves to 
share her passion with others.  

Hannah uses her platform to influencer businesses and government to 
develop more sustainable practices. Hannah is a recipient of the Teen 
Earth Day Hero by CNN, the Young Superhero for Earth Award by Captain 
Planet, the Action for Nature International Young Eco-Hero Award, YNPN 
30 Under 30 Nonprofit Leaders Award and the Gloria Barron Prize. She is 
a board member, advisor and youth ambassador for several organizations.

Hannah4Change.org
 @hannah4change
 /hannah4change
 @hannah4change
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Andrew S. Lewis, journalist
Andrew is a journalist and author whose reporting is regularly featured in  
Outside Magazine. He has also written for The New York Times Magazine,  
Vice and Guernica. Lewis focuses his writing on subjects—both high-profile  
and obsure—who are committed to a vision to affect change, despite  
mainstream resistance, criticism and doubt. Often these subjects are on the 
frontlines of climate change. Lewis is currently writing a book about his rural 
American hometown, where portions of the community are facing relocation 
due to Superstorm Sandy and sea level rise. The book will be published by  
Beacon Press in Fall 2019. 

andrewslewis.com

Yoli Ouiya, Yoli's Green Living
Yoli’s interest in sustainability and wellness began with her desire to improve her 
personal health and culminated in becoming certified in plant-based nutrition. As 
a digital creative and chef, she launched YolisGreenLiving.com, an eco-lifestyle 
portal that provides insights into green and wellness data. Yoli was nationally 
recognized as the  “Queen of Green” by Black Enterprise Magazine. Recently, 
Yoli was selected as one of forty global leaders accepted into Yale’s inaugural 
Sustainability Leadership Summit.
 
Yoli's involvement in global sustainability initiatives have led to collaborations 
with leading retailers, brands and organizations such as Toyota's Green Initiative, 
Duane Reade/Walgreens, Whole Foods, Aura Cacia, House of Marley, Dr. Oz 
and Coalition of Healthy School Food. Yoli’s next venture is African Hippie, an 
eco lifestyle brand that empowers previously unserved demographics with 
wellness focused resources and products.

yolisgreenliving.com
 @yoliouiya
 /YolisGreenLiving
 @yoliouiya
 /YoliGreenLiving
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Max Goldberg, Organic Insider
Called an “organic sensation” by The New York Times and named as  
“one of the nation’s leading organic food experts” by Shape Magazine,  
Max is the founder and editor of Organic Insider, a weekly newsletter read  
by many of the most influential CEOs in the industry today.

An organic food activist, Max also runs the organic food blog Living Maxwell  
and the Organic Food Industry group on LinkedIn.

organicinsider.com
 @livingmaxwell
 /livingmaxwell
 @livingmaxwell

Leah Segedie, Mamavation
Leah is the author of Green Enough: Eat Better, Live Cleaner, Be Happier  
(All Without Driving Your Family Crazy!) and the founder of Mamavation.com 
and ShiftCon Social Media Conference. 

Leah is a passionate family and food advocate and organizes trending Twitter 
parties to educate about issues impacting public health. She organizes blogging
efforts through her network and hosts the ShiftCon conference where green 
and wellness bloggers gather annually. Leah has been recognized as “Mom of 
the Year” by Shape magazine, the “4th most Influential Mom Blogger” by Cision
Media, and “Top 10 Woman Changing School Nutrition” by Smart Snacks in 
School. Her work has been featured on CNN,ABC, NBC, The O’Reilly Factor, The 
Talk, Yahoo!, Fitness magazine,Women’s Day, huffingtonpost.com and Fitness RX.

mamavation.com
 @mamavation
 /mamavation
 @Mamavation
 /bookieboo
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Ari Adams, Love, Peace, & Tiny Feet
Ari is an award-winning, Atlanta-based parenting and lifestyle blogger and  
author, and CEO of the annual ShiftCon eco-wellness influencer conference  
for eco-friendly and health-conscious bloggers and social media influencers.  
She holds a master’s degree in marketing and has more than twelve years of 
experience in the media industry. 

Ari is the lady behind the lifestyle and parenting blog, Love, Peace, & Tiny Feet, 
where she shares her adventures of balancing parenthood, a holistic lifestyle, 
DIY crafts, recipes and other tips for moms. She has appeared on the Dr. Oz 
Show and you can find her writing on The Huffington Post, She Knows Experts 
Among Us and TODAY Parenting  

lovepeaceandtinyfeet.com
 @LovePeaceMommy
 /Lovepeaceandtinyfeet
 @LovePeaceMommy

Elise Museles, Kale & Chocolate
Elise is the creator of Food Story and the wildly popular blog Kale & Chocolate. 
As a certified eating psychology and health coach, she is also an author,  
speaker, teacher, food photographer and host of the soon to be released  
podcast, Once Upon A Food Story. 

Elise is the recipient of a grant at the National Institutes of Health and serves on 
the Board of Directors of Environmental Working Group. She is on a mission to 
help people create a healthier (and happier!) relationship with food and their 
bodies by changing what’s on their plate and what’s in their minds. Elise is the 
author of the best-selling book, Whole Food Energy, and shares daily inspiration 
(and mouthwatering photos!) on her social media channels. 

kaleandchocolate.com
 @kaleandchocolate
 /kaleandchocolate
 @kalechocolate
 /kalechocolate
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Katie (K80) Jones, Food Heroes Podcast
K80 is an innovator and food geek with more than a decade of experience  
in the food industry. She created new product categories while working as a 
food technologist in the organicand natural food industry. K80’s concern for  
the future of food led to the creation of the Food Heroes Podcast as a way to 
highlight socially responsible, purpose-driven foodies who are using food as  
a force for positive change.

Food Heroes Podcast focuses on ways to change the world through food.  
K80 interviews people who are having a positive impact on the environment, 
making healthy food accessible and empowering ethical eating. These food 
heroes help us discover how food can be a powerful force for positive change.

foodheroespodcast.com
 @foodheroespodcast
 @FoodHeroesPod
 /foodherospodcast

Yvonne Maffei, My Halal Kitchen
Yvonne is a food and travel writer, cookbook author, e-commerce  
entrepreneur and the founder of MyHalalKitchen.com, a halal food and  
cooking website. Her book titles include Clean Your Kitchen Green (2010),  
Summer Ramadan Cooking (2013) and My Halal Kitchen: Global Recipes,  
Cooking Tips, Lifestyle Inspiration (2016). 

Yvonne lives in Chicago and is working on her next book, building her online 
halal marketplace (My Halal Market) and following her bliss on as many  
global culinary adventures as possible. 

myhalalkitchen.com
 @myhalalkitchen
 /myhalalkitchen
 @MyHalalKitchen
 /myhalalkitchen
 Yvonne Maffei - My Halal Kitchen
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Diana Rodgers, RD, Sustainable Dish
Diana, RD, LDN, NTP, is a “real food” nutritionist living on a working  
organic farm near Boston that runs a vegetable and meat CSA. She is the  
author of two best-selling cookbooks (Paleo Lunches and Breakfast on the Go 
and The Homegrown Paleo Cookbook) and runs a clinical nutrition practice. 

Diana writes and speaks about the intersection of optimal human nutrition,  
environmental sustainability, animal welfare and social justice. She is also  
the producer of The Sustainable Dish Podcast, interviewing experts in the  
environmental and health movement.  Her new project, Kale vs. Cow examines 
the environmental, nutritional and ethical case for “better meat’.

sustainabledish.com
 @sustainabledish
 /SustainableDish
 @SustainableDish
 /sustainabledish

Lauren Nixon, wellness educator
Lauren is a sustainability strategist and food educator who offers  
real-deal workshops, talks, trainings, and program and curriculum design  
services to environmentally conscious, equity-minded organizations. With  
13 years of experience as an educator and facilitator as well as a rich  
background in agriculture and environmental work, Nixon has consulted  
with organizations such as FoodCorps, Get HYPE! Philly, Pineapple Collabo-
rative, Philadelphia Horticultural Society, The National Park Service and Esca 
Bona. Nixon’s work has been featured in NYLON, Essence and Blavity.  

laurennixon.com
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Brittany Mullins, Eating Bird Food
Brittany is a health coach, certified personal trainer and the woman 
behind Eating Bird Food, a wellness platform where she shares  
recipes, workouts, wellness articles, travel adventures and more. 
Brittany focuses on living a balanced life through healthy habits over 
dieting. Rather than promoting a specific diet, she strives to show  
a balanced approach to health with real-food, plant-focused meals 
that are not only nutritious, but also delicious and satisfying.

eatingbirdfood.com
 @eatingbirdfood
 /eatingbirdfood
 @eatingbirdfood
 /eatingbirdfood
 Brittany Mullins

• eat more plants

• flexitarian or vegetarian

• wellness through  
balance

• advocates of more  
real-food, less dieting

• mindfulness

plant powered
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Katherine Brooking, RD, Appetite for Health Communications
Katherine, MS, RD is a nutrition marketing consultant, influencer and spokesperson. 
She is the co-founder of AFH Communications and brings over a decade of 
nutrition communications experience and a background in business to help 
food and beverage brands expand their customer base. Her experience in both 
business development and nutrition science provides a unique perspective for 
brands seeking to leverage credible nutrition messaging to increase sales. 

In addition to her consulting work, Katherine has been a nutrition contributor to 
top-tier national morning shows including the TODAY show, The Early Show on 
CBS, The Dr. Oz Show, Good Morning America Health and local affiliate stations.
Katherine has contributed to SELF Magazine, Prevention, Cooking Light, WebMD  
and Woman’s Day and other leading news publications. 

appforhealth.com
 @appforhealth
 /appforhealth
 @appetite4health

Jess Baumgardner, Health Coach Philly
Jess is a Philadelphia-based health coach with a passion for helping women 
feel better about their bodies and lives. She completed her certification with  
the Institute for Integrative Nutrition after spending nearly a decade working  
in marketing and advertising.

Jess co-founded The GOOD Fest, producing in-person events, such as retreats, 
large festivals and workshops, to bring more realness and connection to the 
world of wellness. She is also an online instructor for PLANTLAB Culinary and 
mom to two young girls.

healthcoachphilly.com
 @healthcoachphilly
 /healthcoachphilly
 /healthcoachphl
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Rachel Steenland, Rachel's Fit Kitchen
Rachel is a passionate food photographer who focuses on healthy plant-based 
recipes. Rachel has been documenting her plant-based food creations since 
2015. Her photography and recipes are recognized on an international level in 
print and online. Rachel is currently working on her first cookbook.

rachelsfitkitchen.com
 @rachels.fit.kitchen
 /rachels.fit.kitchen
 /rachels.fit.ktichen

Marissa Vicario, Where I Need to Be
Marissa, AADP, is a New York City-based award-winning, board-certified  
Integrative Nutrition health coach, author of the best-selling book, Your  
Holistically Hot Transformation: Embrace a Healthy Lifestyle Free of Dieting, 
Confusion and Self-Judgment and a certified Barre instructor at The Bar Method. 
As a women's health and lifestyle blogger, she teaches women how to trust  
themselves to make slimming, nutritious, energizing choices without fad diets. 

Marissa has spoken at organizations such as Google, ASOS, Pfizer, The New 
York Junior League and The New York Public Library. Marissa has been featured 
as a wellness expert on Dr. Oz, Glamour, Entrepreneur, amNY, Fab Fit Fun, 
eHow, Shape.com and Yahoo Health. 

whereineedtobe.com
 @marissavicario
 /MarissasWellbeingandHealth
 @MarissaVicario
 /marissavicario
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Elizabeth Thomson, I Heart Vegetables
Liz is a certified health coach and author of The Truly Healthy Vegetarian  
Cookbook, a best-selling resource for healthy recipes. Her blog, I Heart  
Vegetables, advocates a healthier life through simple, plant-based meals.  

Liz's recipes cater to a variety of eaters, from college students on a budget  
to busy families with picky little ones, who are looking to clean up their diets.  
Liz promotes eating “real” food over dieting or calorie counting. She lives in  
Richmond, Virginia and runs a local blogger network of more than 500 active 
bloggers in the state of Virginia.

iheartvegetables.com
 @iheartveggies  
 /IHeartVegetables
 @iheartveggies 
 /elizparent

Debi Chew, RN, Chew on Vegan
Debi is a full-time registered nurse and YouTuber. On her YouTube channel, 
Chew on Vegan, Debi shares quick and easy recipes designed for people who 
lead busy lives and families. Debi started her channel to show people how easy 
it is to eat plant based at home.

Debi has celiac's disease and has been living gluten free since 2008 and vegan 
since 2011. As a nurse, Debi educates patients on the advantages of living a 
plant-based lifestyle and helps others make the connection between the food 
they eat and their health. 

chewonvegan.com
 @chewonvegan
 /chewonvegan
 Chew on Vegan
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Megan Oliver, Crunchy Vegan
Megan is a tree-hugging, city gal with an intense adoration for a misunderstood 
city. As a Baltimorean through and through, she lives to capture the untold  
stories of an urban landscape on the cusp of great change.

Megan's fierce dedication to social justice, animal welfare and ecological  
sustainability have led her down a now 16-year path of vegetarianism and  
veganism. She is the creative force behind Crunchy Vegan, a collective of  
inspired herbivores who share her excitement for travel, experiences and  
products that make vegan living as easy as it is enjoyable. Her warmth and  
welcoming approach invite all to join her community, to stand alongside her  
in advocating for a more just and ethical society, and to make our world a  
better, more peaceful place.

crunchy-vegan.com
 @crunchyvegangal
 /crunchyvegan
 @crunchyvegangal
 /Crunchyvegan

Phoebe McPherson, Honestly, Though
Phoebe is the voice behind Honestly, Though, a plant-based, lifestyle blog.  
As an influencer, she works with brands of all sizes to break down big topics  
into snackable chunks of content across all social media platforms, a weekly 
newsletter and her blog. Phoebe lives in Washington, D.C. and has been featured 
in Teen Vogue and Thrillist and she recently joined Team FNV as an ambassador.  

honestlythough.org
 @_honestlythough
 /xohonestlythough
 @pnmcpherson
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Lauren Kirchmaier, Flora & Vino
Lauren is the food blogger, plant-based recipe creator and food  
photographer behind Flora & Vino. You can find her in the kitchen making 
healthy and creative plant-based dishes with whole foods, at the yoga  
studio stretching it out or curled up with a good book and a glass of red. 

Lauren is passionate about spreading positive vibes, wellness and balanced 
living in an unbalanced world. Follow her on Instagram @flora_and_vino and 
her blog floraandvino.com.

floraandvino.com
 @flora_and_vino
 /floraandvino
 /floraandvino

Alexandra Ashback, Veggin in the City
Alexandra is a health and wellness influencer and content creator based  
in New York City. She loves creating deliciously healthy meals and sharing  
them with her community. Alex is passionate about practicing yoga and  
mindfulness, and recently tied the knot in April 2018. 

veggininthecity.com
 @veggininthecity
 /veggininthecity
 @veggininthecity
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Gabrielle St. Claire, Eat. Drink. Shrink.
Gabrielle is the founder and creator behind eatdrinkshrink.com. She holds a 
masters of science degree in clinical nutrition and is a plant-based nutritionist, 
chef and future cookbook author. 

Since the inception of Eat Drink Shrink, Gabrielle ahs produced more than  
500 plant-based recipes and she works with companies to curate approachable, 
innovative plant-based concepts. She shares a passion for wellness and intuitive 
eating, and loves inspiring others to rebel against the dominant food culture. 

eatdrinkshrink.com
 @eat.drink.shrink
 /EATDRINKSHRINK
 @eatdrinkshrink1
 /eatdrinkshrink
 Gabrielle St Claire
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Viva la Vegan
• vegan advocates

• animal welfare

• health through  
veganism

• ethical products for  
a better planet

Berto Calkins, Tatted Vegan
Berto created the Tatted Vegan brand in 2014 to showcase content that promotes 
mental and physical wellness, environmentally friendly practices, as well as 
comfort foods that entice non-vegans to become interested in the lifestyle. 

The mission of Berto's brand is to make people aware of controllable influences 
on their lives, so that they can make decisions that better themselves and the 
world. Berto holds a BA in communications (advertising/public relations) from 
the City College of New York. He is also an NASM certified personal trainer and 
is pursuing a fitness nutrition specialist certification.

tattedvegan.com
 @tattedvegan
 /Tattedvegan
 @tattedvegan
 Tatted Vegan
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Julianne Hall, Hashtag Vegan
Julianne is a certified holistic health coach and founder of the vegan recipe 
blog Hashtag Vegan. She has been vegan for ten years and is passionate about 
sharing easy, farm-fresh recipes and introducing new plant-based products to 
her audience. When she's not blogging, you can find her working on an organic 
vegetable farm where she gets inspiration for her seasonal, practical recipes. 

Julianne lives on the North Fork of Long Island with her boyfriend Ben and their 
two rescue pups.

hashtagvegan.com
 @hashtagvegan
 /hashtagvegan
 @hashtag_vegan
 /hashtagvegan

Nzingah Oniwosan, Yes Baby I Like It Raw
Nzingah is a certified raw vegan chef, yoga instructor and and holistic lifestyle 
food blogger. Her goal is to help people take charge of their health through 
nutritional therapy, yoga, meditation and healing arts. She credits yoga and  
a plant-based diet for healing her autoimmune disorder. 

Nzingah is passionate about working with children and adults with disabilities to  
promote healing through the fusion of medicine and African and Haitian folklore 
dance and visual arts classes. She recently published an online vegan cookbook  
and has been featured in Essence, The Miami Herald and more. 

yesbabyilikeitraw.com
 @yesbabyilikeitraw
 /yesbabyilikeitraw
 @YesILikeItRaw
 /sankofaschild
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Whitney Lauritsen, Eco-Vegan Gal
Whitney is a vegan content creator, online business specialist and healthy living 
crusader. This is her 10th year running her brand Eco-Vegan Gal where she 
makes videos and social media content demonstrating how to develop a life-
style in harmony with body and planet. 

Passionate about e-business, Whitney also coaches on topics such as social media, 
monetization and brand building. In 2018 she co-founded a new venture called 
Wellevatr with vegan influencer Jason Wrobel to support wellness entrepreneurs 
in creating impactful digital content and profitable business strategies. 

ecovegangal.com
 @ecovegangal
 /ecovegangal
 @ecovegangal
 /ecovegangal
 Eco-Vegan Gal

Jason (J-Wro) Wrobel, Jason Wrobel
Jason is the bestselling author of the Hay House cookbook and lifestyle guide, 
Eaternity. As the first ever plant-based chef with a primetime television series, 
his groundbreaking show “How to Live to 100” taught millions of people how to 
prepare delicious, organic, healthy meals at home. A dedicated practitioner of 
yoga, pilates, weight training, meditation and mindfulness for more than a decade, 
he infuses his events, videos and teachings with the importance of mindfulness, 
spirituality and fitness as the cornerstones of a balanced existence. 

Jason is a graduate of the Living Light Culinary Institute as well as Byron Katie’s 
School for the Work and received his BA in marketing communications from 
Columbia College Chicago. His mission is to inspire others to achieve effortless 
well-being, clarity and confidence through optimizing your relationship with 
food, fitness and mindful living to live a happier, healthier more joyful life.

jasonwrobel.com
 @jasonwrobel
 /JasonWrobelOfficial
 Jason Wrobel
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Joan La, A Cup of Joan
Joan is an ethical fashion blogger, creative director and activist. She advocates 
for a vegan and eco-friendly lifestyle to inspire others to live consciously aware 
of animals and the planet.

On her blog, A Cup of Joan, she shares her personal style via ethical and  
sustainable outfits to prove that daily practices do not need to be at the expense 
of any animal or human. Her main work revolves around conceptualizing and 
creating content for brands that promote animal welfare, environmental  
awareness and human rights. She directs photo and video shoots to produce 
campaigns for the social media accounts of various brands.

acupofjoan.com
 @acupofjoan
 /acupofjoan
 @acupofjoan
 /acupofjoan

Ria Taylor, Trini Vegan
Ria has been vegan for six years and is passionate about sharing her lifestyle 
with others. Born on the island of Trinidad and Tobago, Ria began looking into 
veganism when she first came to the United States, and realized that certain 
foods did not make her feel well. Through her instagram page @TriniVegan  
Ria shares her delicious vegan foods and the eco-vegan products she enjoys 
daily. Her goal is to inspire others and to show that whether you're a cooked, 
raw, junk food or health-conscious vegan, the lifestyle is anything but boring. 

 @trinivegan
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Rebecca Doudak, Vegan Bodega Cat
Rebecca is a New York City native who enjoys photography, videography and 
exploring creativity in every form. She is passionate about physical fitness,  
encouraging people to be their true selves, and spreading practical veganism 
and down-to-earth environmentalism. 

 @veganbodegacat
 vegan bodegacat

Chris Petrellese, Conscious Chris
Chris promotes conscious and compassionate living through the vegan lifestyle. 
Chris is a blogger and photographer who shares recipes, lifestyle and travel tips, 
as well as vibrant photos of plant-based meals. Chris loves to collaborate  
to make this world a little more compassionate, one bite at a time.

consciouschris.net
 @consciouschris
 /consciouschrisvegan
 @consciouschris_
 Conscious Chris
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Katie Higgins, Chocolate Covered Katie
Katie is the photographer, baker and author of Chocolate Covered Katie, one 
of the most-visited vegan food blogs in the country, with up to 5 million page 
views per month. She has been featured on The Today Show, CNN, FOX, Dr. Oz, 
huffingtonpost.com and ABC News. 

Katie has authored two cookbooks and has been called “the queen of healthy 
desserts” by Glamour. Her favorite food is chocolate, and she believes in eating 
dessert every single day.

chocolatecoveredkatie.com
 @chocolatecoveredkatie
 /chocolatecoveredkatie
 @choccoveredkt
 /choccoveredkt
 Chocolate Covered Katie

Shannon Peters, Meatless in New York
Shannon is an LA transplant in New York City after moving for college. She 
founded the vegan blog, Meatless In New York from her dorm room. Now that 
she has graduated, her focus is sharing plant-based recipes with as many people 
as possible. Shannon is your typical vegan except that she's not big on yoga.
 
Shannon speaks fluent Spanish and spent a semester studying abroad in Spain. 
After her travel experience abroad and being introduced to global cuisines, she 
refocused her blog on health, wellness and balance. One of her main aims is  
inclusivity, and she always promotes the notion that whether you prefer indulgent 
sweets or healthy salads, there is a place for you at Meatless in New York.

meatlessinnewyork.com
 @meatlessinnewyork
 /meatlessinnewyork
 Shannon Alexis
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Joanne Molinaro, The Korean Vegan
Joanne is the creator and founder of The Korean Vegan, a food blog  
documenting Joanne’s transition to a plant-based diet, focusing on her  
attempts to “veganize” traditional Korean cuisine. Many of the recipes she has 
modified were handed down from her mother, who was born in North Korea.  

Joanne has appeared on the Food Network’s popular show “Cooks vs. Cons,” 
where she schooled the judges and her competitors with her vegan takes on 
Korean food. When she is not blogging, Joanne is a partner at a law firm in 
Chicago, where she practices commercial litigation. She is also a published poet 
and training for her first marathon.  

thekoreanvegan.com
 @the.korean.vegan
 /theKoreanVegan
 @kimchee_chigae
 /thekoreanvegan
 The Korean Vegan

Jenna Davila, Live Pure
Jenna is the founder of Live Pure, a health and wellness brand that provides 
spiritual and health guidance through a plant-based diet. Jenna is also a  
professional photographer and food blogger, creatively capturing the vibrancy 
of the food we eat and preparing unique plant-based recipes for her readers 
and clients.  

Jenna's mission is to illuminate the vitality of living plant-based through her work 
and help others find authentic energetic balance in all aspects of their lives.  
Her passion is spreading the message of the healing power of nature, promoting 
nourishment of the mind, body and Spirit through the food we eat, the thoughts 
we think and how it can transpire to radical self-love and conscious awareness 
helping others to motivated in creating positive, self-generated changes 
through lifestyle choices. 

livepurejenna.co
 @LivePureJenna
 /livepurejenna
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Healthy Families  
• health starts at home

• allergen-friendly  
products

• natural home

• clean home and pet care

• school nutrition

• real-life, healthy parenting

Yumna Jawad, Feel Good Foodie
Feelgoodfoodie premiered on Instagram in 2013 with a focus on wholesome 
and real healthy recipes with feel-good ingredients. Without any formal cooking 
training or experience, Yumna started sharing images of the meals she cooked 
her family. The simplicity, realness and accessibility of her recipes eventually 
garnered more than 2 million followers. She then launched an extension of the 
brand on her blog that was built from Instagram.  

Yumna's blog focuses on healthy Mediterranean food, which complements  
her background as a Lebanese American. 

feelgoodfoodie.net
 @feelgoodfoodie
 /feelgoodfoodie
 @feelgoodfoodie1
 /feelgoodfoodie1
 Feelgoodfoodie
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Christy Emanuel, Stained with Style
Christy is a "glam" crunchy mom of three kiddos. She loves traveling, and  
attempting to stay fabulous (and unstained). One of her passions is helping 
families move from toxic food and products toward healthier options. 

stainedwithstyle.com
 @stainedwithstyleblog
 /stainedwithstyle
 @stainedwstyle
 /stainedwstyle

Kiran Dodeja Smith, 100 Days of Real Food and Easy Real Food
Kiran has worked with 100daysofrealfood.com for more than six years,  
managing brand partnerships and creating content. 

The mom of four kids ranging from ages 7 to 14, Kiran prides herself on providing 
homecooked, organic meals on most days, though admits that her family runs 
on the 80/20 rule. Kiran has been in the advertising and marketing industry for 
17 years, working in the publishing industry prior to entering the blogosphere. 

Kiran aslo creates content for her own site, easyrealfood.com, where she offers 
recipes and resources to help busy families get real food on the table, with a 
focus on gluten-free foods.

100daysofrealfood.com and easyrealfood.com
 @100daysofrealfood; @easyrealfood
 /100daysofrealfood
 @100daysrealfood
 /leake100days; /easyrealfood
 100daysofrealfood
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Eric Cohen, Macaroni Kid
Eric is an entrepreneur, business coach and public speaker. He is the  
co-founder of Macaroni Kid, a unique local influencer platform with more than 
550 licensed users, reaching millions of parents each month. He has founded 
and successfully exited several media companies and most recently guided 
Macaroni Kid through the birth and rise of the influencer marketing movement. 

Eric has shared his thoughts at conferences such as the WOMMA Conference 
and Marketing to Women. Current clients include Disney, P&G and more. He is  
a proud husband, father and avid skier, as well as an internationally ranked 
CrossFit Masters Athlete. 

macaronikid.com
 @macaronikid
 /macaronikidllc
 @macaronidad
 /macaronikid

Andrea Donsky, Naturally Savvy and Andrea Donsky
Andrea is a registered holistic nutritionist (RHN), founder of Naturally Savvy  
Media Inc. and a pioneer and visionary in the natural health industry. 

Among her numerous publications, Andrea co-authored Unjunk Your Junk Food 
(Simon and Schuster), a book that journalist, author and mother Maria Shriver 
endorsed: “Unjunk Your Junk Food has certainly made me more aware about 
the food that my children eat and the effects it has on our body and mind.”

Andrea is a respected health expert and has appeared in more than 150 TV 
segments. She is a regular on Breakfast Television and Cityline and co-hosts 
Naturally Savvy Radio, a weekly podcast reaching thousands. In 2018, Andrea 
was named one of Canada’s Top 100 Health Influencers, awarded a “Lifetime 
Achievement Award” for her work as a nutritionist by CSNNAA, and honored 
with the first ever “Shifter of the Year Award” at Shiftcon Media. Andrea is the 
proud mother of three children who love seaweed, fish oil and chlorella.

naturallysavvy.com and andreadonsky.com
 @naturallysavvy; @andreadonsky
 /naturallysavvy
 @naturallysavvy; @AndreaDonsky
 /naturallysavvy
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Jennifer Rose Rossano, Neurotic Mommy
Jennifer is the recipe developer, lifestyle writer and content creator behind  
NeuroticMommy.com. She's the author of Living Crazy Healthy and Holistic 
Living: The Not So Complicated Guide to Living Naturally in a Processed World. 
Jennifer is a comically worried wife and mom to two boys, a pink smoothie  
lover, and a yoga and meditation enthusiast.

Jennifer's mission is to provide answers on how to lead a healthier lifestyle 
through everyday living and nutrition tips, easy plant-based recipes and  
recommendations for eco-friendly, cruelty free products. She believes that  
being healthy is not just about the foods we eat but also about focusing on 
mind, body and spirit as a collective whole. She has a passion for supporting 
women on their health and happiness journeys.

neuroticmommy.com
 @neuroticmommy
 /NeuroticMommy
 @theneuroticmom
 /NeuroticMommy
 NeuroticMommy

My Nguyen, My Healthy Dish
My of My Healthy Dish started out by posting photos on Instagram of simple 
and nutritious meals she made at home for her twin daughters. She sparked so 
much interest by sharing her recipes and healthy lifestyle, that she turned her 
hobby into her life’s work to educate others about what they put on their plate. 

My's mission is to help others get healthy, lose weight and find balance without 
dieting. She believes that healthy is a lifestyle, and that success is all about 
making better everyday choices. All of her recipes are dishes she makes for her 
own family. As a busy mom, she has to find ways to take shortcuts in the kitchen 
without taking shortcuts on flavor. 

myhealthydish.com
 @myhealthydish_
 /MyHealthyDish
 @MyHealthyDish
 MyHealthyDish
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Hayley Ryczek, Health Starts in the Kitchen
Hayley is the voice of popular blog, Health Starts in the Kitchen, and author of 
two cookbooks: Without Grain and Fermented Foods at Every Meal. 

When Hayley isn’t in her kitchen developing creative and healthy recipes, she’s 
most often found behind the lens of her camera. Her love of photography  
started with food and has evolved into capturing the beauty in everyday.  

Hayley, her husband and their two dogs reside on a six-acre homestead in rural, 
southwestern Pennsylvania. Together, they enjoy gardening, hiking, camping 
and foraging for wild edibles.

healthstartsinthekitchen.com
 @healthstartsinthekitchen
 /HealthStartsinTheKitchen
 @HealthNkitchen
 /hsitk

Alyssa Brantley, EverydayMaven
Alyssa has always been interested in food and healthy cooking. She was taught 
early by her mother, a classically trained chef, to appreciate fresh and local 
offerings and the love of food preparation. 

After the birth of her first son, on a journey to lose the baby weight using clean, 
whole, organic foods and products, Alyssa began creating recipes and sharing 
them on her website. EverydayMaven is the culmination of all the things that 
have meant the most in Alyssa’s life and career; her familial love of food, her  
desire to share knowledge and help others, and of course, writing and marketing.

everydaymaven.com
 @everydaymaven
 /EverydayMaven
 @EverydayMaven
 /EverydayMaven
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Carolina King, Mama Instincts
Carolina is the founder of Mama Instincts and the Natural Mamas Community 
on Facebook, as well as a consultant, speaker and television contributor. Carolina 
has a following of over 300,000 parents who want to raise healthy, happy and 
mindful children. 

Her mission is to empower moms in their parenting journey by sharing positive 
parenting tips and health and wellness education so they can make informed 
decisions when it comes family health and the products for the home. Carolina 
believes every mom should raise her kids by listening to her own Mama Instincts, 
a motto she lives by. 

mamainstincts.com
 @mamainstincts
 /MamaInstincts
 @mamainstincts
 /mamainstincts
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Clean Beauty
• natural beauty and  

body experts

• holistic lifestyle

• wellness from within

• forever young

• nontoxic living

Lisa Fenessy, This Organic Girl
Lisa is the founder of This Organic Girl where she writes passionately about 
clean beauty, organic eats and nontoxic lifestyle. This Organic Girl's mission is 
to create awareness with the products we choose to put on and in our bodies. 
Awareness allows consumers to make informed decisions which will impact  
the marketplace, our health and ultimately THE WORLD.  
 
Lisa has a BS in journalism from Northeastern University with a minor in public 
relations and advertising. She is a nationally certified sign language interpreter. 

thisorganicgirl.com
 @thisorganicgirl
 /thisorganicgirl
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Suzannah Swope, Gurl Gone Green
Suzi is the blogger behind the popular green-living blog Gurl Gone Green  
and a mama of two little girls. She has been in the beauty industry for more 
than 15 years as a licensed cosmetologist and esthetician. Before becoming  
a full-time blogger, she was an organic hair stylist.  

After reading the book No More Dirty Looks, Suzi quickly realized the beauty 
products she had been using were harming her. She started to swap out prod-
ucts and educate her clients.  Not long after, she started blogging on the topic. 
Suzi loves educating everyday consumers about products and giving them 
cleaner natural options. Suzi has a BS in public relations and advertising. 

gurlgonegreen.com
 @gurlgonegreen
 /gurlgonegreen
 /gurlgonegreen
 Suzi/GurlGoneGreen

Stephanie Duford, This Organic Girl
Steph is a contributing writer for This Organic Girl. She specializes 
in multiple food and environmental anaphylactic allergies, multiple 
chemical sensitivity, atopic eczema, and mold illness.

You will often find Steph writing and speaking passionately about the 
nontoxic lifestyle, organic vegetable gardening, and navigating life 
around food allergies.

thisorganicgirl.com
 @thisorganicgirl
 /thisorganicgirl
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Carly Johnson Brawner, Frolic & Flow
Carly is a functional nutrition coach, blogger and Hashimoto's advocate. She 
works with clients and corporations to help people better understand and eat 
real food, improve autoimmunity and learn the foundations of holistic living.  

Frolic & Flow came to fruition through Carly’s experiences healing autoimmunity 
using food as medicine and alternative wellness practices. She shares her story 
of healing from autoimmune thyroid disease so other women know it's possible 
to do the same. Her wellness insights and recipes have reached thousands of 
people through brand collaborations, cooking classes, menu consultations, and 
various lifestyle and wellness publications. Currently, Carly is driven to help the 
standard American ditch the Standard American Diet and is increasingly  
interested in food policy and holistic land management. 

frolicandflow.me
 @frolicandflow
 /frolicflow

Chelsea Williams, That's Chelsea
Chelsea is a nationally recognized plant-based lifestyle media contributor and 
blogger based in Washington, DC. Chelsea has been featured on many media 
outlets, such as TV One, Fox 45 News, ABC 7 News–WJLA, News Channel 8,  
ESSENCE, PR Newswire and Beauty Independent. 

Chelsea possesses a Master of Public Health Nutrition (MPH) and is a Certified 
Communicator in Public Health (CCPH) through the National Public Health 
Information Coalition.

thatschelsea.com
 @thatschelsea
 /ThatsChelsea
 @HiThatsChelsea
 /thatschelsea
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Bailey Rhatigan, Sailor Bailey
Bailey is a home chef that likes to cook up simple meals with real food ingredients 
that don't break the bank. Her latest focus is eating more plant based but she 
still loves a good burger. She tries to live as sustainable and nontoxic as possible, 
not only physically but mentally and spiritually, too. 

A true Colorado native. Bailey stays active at the gym and through yoga and 
hiking. She loves exploring Mother Nature with her two rescue dogs. 

sailorbailey.com
 @sailor_bailey

Claire Fountain, CB Quality
Claire is the wellness culture influencers of tomorrow. She's a writer, visionary 
and celebrity yoga instructor who’s globally recognized TrillYoga continues to 
influence the fitness industry. With clients ranging from the top NBA, NFL and 
MLB athletes to brands the likes of Amazon, Target, Adidas and Nike, Claire 
inspires with her unorthodox and realistic approach to yoga and mental health, 
while promoting a conscious lifestyle through insight and education. 

Claire's work focuses on the intersection of women, well being, mental health, 
body image, self worth and the stories we tell ourselves. Her experience ranges 
from publishing e-books to international classes to speaking engagements. 
Claire graduated from Vassar College and is currently finishing her graduate 
studies at Wake Forest University while working on an upcoming book. 

iamtrillyoga.com
 @cbquality
 /claire.fount
 @cbqualitylife
 CBQUALITY
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Almila Kakinc-Dodd, The Thirlby
Almila is the founder and editor-in-chief of the online health platform  
The Thirlby, which is “Redefining Wellness for the Common Good.” Her book  
by the same name is a guide to holistic living and was published by Penguin 
Random House in April 2018. She is also currently pursuing studies in nursing  
at Johns Hopkins University. 

thethirlby.com
 @thirlby
 @thirlby
 /thethirlby

Jolene Hart, Jolene Hart
Jolene is a health coach certified by the Institute for Integrative Nutrition, a 
former magazine beauty editor, and founder of the pioneering beauty coaching 
practice Beauty Is Wellness. She is the author of Eat Pretty, a seasonal guide  
to looking and feeling beautiful using nutrition and self-care, as well as the 
companion journal Eat Pretty, Live Well, and the book of daily inspirations  
Eat Pretty Every Day. 

Jolene's bestselling Eat Pretty books have been translated into four languages 
and featured in a broad range of print and online media. Jolene’s private coaching 
addresses many areas of wellness—from stress and hormones to diet, digestion 
and healthy personal care—to help women build a lifestyle of beauty that enables 
them to look and feel their best from the inside out. She writes a beauty nutrition 
column for Allrecipes magazine and is the founding editor of Modern Luxury 
magazine’s wellness section, Wellthy, for Philadelphia Style magazine.

jolenehart.com
 @jolenehart
 /beautyiswellness
 @JoleneHart
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Food as Fuel
• whole-body wellness

• yoga and mindfulness

• fitness advocates

• paleo, whole30  
or ketogenic experts

• performance through 
clean eating

Caroline Fausel, Olive You Whole
Caroline has always loved nutrition. Married to a doctor, she and her husband 
always had the “nutrition vs medicine” debate, until they finally read the first 
Whole30 book It Starts With Food, which had enough science and research to 
convince her husband Chaz to try the Whole30 diet. 

Together, they finished their first Whole30 in June of 2014, and Caroline started 
her blog Olive You Whole one month later. Since then, Caroline has completed 
eight rounds of Whole30. Now with a better understanding of what makes us 
healthier, Caroline develops recipes for those striving to eat clean, whether 
Paleo or Whole30. She is also a Whole30 certified coach, and has helped walk 
thousands of people through the Whole30 with the hopes that it changes their 
lives as much as it changed hers.

oliveyouwhole.com
 @oliveyouwhole
 /oliveyouwhole
 /oliveyouwhole
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Erica Agran, Erica Finds
Erica is a full-time health and wellness enthusiast, part-time blogger and full-
time health IT professional. Erica has been running marathons and road races 
for more than 20 years and has been “finding” and sharing all the best healthy 
foods and fuels for even longer than that.

Erica’s blog, Erica Finds, is a lifestyle blog with a strong focus on health, fitness and 
travel. Erica lives in Chicago and is an ambassador for A Sweat Life, Fitfluential, 
Sweat Pink and several amazing brands. Professionally, Erica has worked in the 
pharmaceutical industry and the health care space for more than 20 years. She 
currently works in Customer Success with a start-up company that provides a 
nutrition software platform to employers and health plans. Erica and her husband 
love to travel and to find all the best healthy things all over the world. She also has 
lifetime entry to the NYC Marathon and will run her 18th this fall.

ericafinds.com
 @ericaagran
 /EricaFinds
 @EAgran

Taylor Kiser, Food Faith FItness
Taylor is the blogger, recipe developer, photographer and general mess maker 
behind the blog Food Faith Fitness. After an eating disorder in her teens, she fell 
in love with healthy eating and grew to learn how important it is to nourish your 
body with real food. Her blog aims to share this message, and show that eating 
healthy and gluten free does not have to equal bland and boring. Her recipes 
focus on whole, real, gluten-free food. She also creates many other diet-specific 
recipes, such as Paleo, vegan, keto, Whole30 and more.  

As a certified personal trainer, Taylor loves to share fitness tips and the importance 
of food quality to fuel daily life. Faith is a big part of Taylor’s life, so she is always 
trying to balance body, mind and soul, with Christ at the center. When she isn’t 
blogging, you can find Taylor at the gym, at her favorite local wine bar, or  
snuggling with husband and doggy, watching Netflix. Taylor also has not-so- 
secret obsessions with all things peanut butter and cookie dough (even better  
if they are together), the color pink and leopard print.

foodfaithfitness.com
 @foodfaithfit
 /foodfaithfitnessblog
 @foodfaithfit
 /FoodFaithFit
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Ellen Palmer, Ellen Palmer Wellness
Ellen is an award-winning certified holistic health and life design coach and 
speaker. Her focus is on optimal health, connected relationships, success and 
fulfillment with the time and energy to enjoy them all. After graduating from The 
Institute For Integrative Nutrition, Ellen went on to create Ellen Palmer Wellness 
in 2009. She has since helped thousands transform their busy lives, take control 
of their health and happiness, and develop skills to create lasting change.

In 2015, Ellen co-founded Healing Meals Community Project, a 501c3 non-profit 
as a way to support families facing a health crisis while engaging youth in 
leadership skill development. The meals are 100% organic and are prepared 
by youth chefs. Ellen speaks regularly at conferences, corporate and executive 
leadership events. Some of the organizations she’s presented to include Merrill 
Lynch, Wells Fargo, Pacific Life, University of Connecticut, Better Health  
Connecticut, Raw Food Institute and 1199 Training Fund to name a few. Ellen 
has been a featured guest on Fox 61 News, WFSB-CBS News and Clear  
Channel Radio as a wellness and health expert. Ellen lives in Simsbury, Con-
necticut with her husband and two sons. 

ellenpalmerwellness.com
 /EllenPalmerWellness
 @EllenPalmer

Miriam Fried, Miriam Fried Fitness
Miriam is an New York City-based personal trainer, fitness influencer and online 
coach. She graduated from NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts with a BFA in theatre 
before going on to become a certified personal trainer through the American 
Council on Exercise. She spent several years working as a fitness instructor, 
teaching bootcamp, TRX and kettlebell classes.  

Miriam now travels around Manhattan working as a one-on-one personal  
trainer and runs an online training business through which she works with clients 
from all over the world. 

miriamfried.com
 @miriamfried
 /dailydoseofitness
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Dana Monsees, Real Food with Dana
Dana, CNS, is a nutritionist, Whole30 certified coach, Integrative health coach 
and the founder of Real Food with Dana, a healthy living blog where she shares 
paleo recipes and nutrition tips to help teach others to heal and thrive with real 
food. She believes life is too short to eat boring, tasteless food, even if it's healthy! 

As a nutritionist, Dana is dedicated to helping women rediscover a healthy 
relationship with food and their bodies with nourishing food, sustainable lifestyle 
changes and mindset shifts. Dana works with many different kinds of clients, 
from athletes trying to improve their performance, to those with a history of 
disordered eating or chronic dieting, autoimmune health conditions and  
gastrointestinal issues. Dana is also the host of the popular podcast, Real Talk 
with Dana, where she and her guests discuss all things nutrition, health, fitness, 
and mindset, with a healthy side of sarcasm.

realfoodwithdana.com 
 @realfoodwithdana; @dc_whole30
 /realfoodwithdana
 @realfoodwdana
 /realfoodwdana

Brianna Diorio, Salafiera
Brianna is a graduate from Monmouth University and the Universidad de Cadiz, 
where she received her BA in spanish, while also receiving two minors, in  
communications and health studies. Brianna continued on to graduate school 
and received her MS in human nutrition from the University of Bridgeport. She 
is also a Functional Diagnostic Nutrition Practitioner (FDN), a NASM certified 
personal trainer and a holistic lifestyle coach from the C.H.E.K Institute. She is 
currently enrolled in a PhD program at the University of Natural Health, pursuing 
her doctorate in holistic nutrition.
 
Brianna is currently the director of education and training at Vitamer Laborato-
ries, a private label nutraceutical company, based out of Irvine, California and 
has had her own private practice for more than five years.

salafiera.com and briannadiorio.com
 @briannadiorio
 /briannamaxdiorio
 @briannadiorio
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Kendra Cardoza, Paleo Paparazzi 
Kendra is the author, photographer, stylist and creative voice behind Paleo 
Paparazzi, a platform centered around healthier living with an emphasis on real 
food recipes. She loves to share how a lifestyle focusing on whole foods, self care, 
movement and a glass-half-full attitude can be powerful in reclaiming health. 

Kendra created Paleo Paparazzi as a way to share her and her husband’s  
journey toward healing their bodies after the diagnosis of multiple autoimmune 
disorders, a brain tumor and stroke, hoping to inspire others along the way. 
When she’s not cooking away in her kitchen, she’s cycling with her husband, 
hiking or traveling the world.

paleopaparazzi.com
 @paleopaparazzi
 /paleopaparazzi
 @paleopaparazzi
 /paleopaparazzi

George Bryant, Civilized Caveman
George is a professional husband and bonus dad. Growing from his personal 
history of loss, challenge, abuse and trauma as a result of his career with the 
Marines, George has developed and polished mental and lifestyle hacks that 
have allowed him to coexist with the human experience.

A New York Times bestselling author of The Paleo Kitchen, George brings his  
massive mindset game to the world of food by training others to connect with  
the emotions that form the foundation of their relationships with food and 
people. He loves spending time with his family, taking ice baths and using giant 
whiteboards to map out solutions that make a difference in the world.

civilizedcavemancooking.com
 @civilizedcaveman
 /CivilizedCaveman
 @CookingCaveman
 /cavemanpins

FOOD AS FUEL
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Kendall Dickieson, The Flexible Foodie
Born and raised in New York, Kendall grew up playing sports and with a love  
for all things nutrition, health and wellness. She was always at her mom's side in 
the kitchen. After dealing with health complications, Kendall began her Instagram 
account to hold herself accountable and document her journey inside and  
outside the kitchen. She now shares her love for cooking and life while also  
operating a social media marketing and content agency. 

flexfoodie.com
 @theflexiblefoodie
 /flexiblefoodie
 @flexiblefoodie
 Kendall Dickieson
 /flexfoodie

FOOD AS FUEL

Caroline Schiff, ParadigmSchiff
Caroline is a Brooklyn-based chef and consultant with a decade of experience 
in restaurants and bakeries. Having gained a reputation over the years for her 
desserts as executive pastry chef of Mas (la grillade), Maysville NYC, Kenton’s 
New Orleans and Greene Grape Provisions, Caroline decided to launch her 
own consulting company. In the spring of 2018 she launched ParadigmSchiff 
through which she works with brands to make food concepts come to life. She 
is also a recipe developer, food writer and cake maker.

Throughout her career, Caroline has advocated for those with food insecurity, 
mental health care and awareness in the foodservice industry, women in the 
food industry, gender equality in kitchens and food waste solutions.

Chef Caroline has appeared on the Food Network’s Beat Bobby Flay, Viceland’s 
The Untitled Action Bronson Show, Genius Kitchen and Vice’s popular Munchies 
platform. She has partnered with New Balance, Adidas, Cherry Bombe Maga-
zine, John Frieda Hair Products, Alala and GrubHub. She has been featured in 
Cosmopolitan and Men’s Health. Starting in 2013, Caroline began long distance 
running. To date she has completed five marathons, a dozen half marathons 
and more than 30 scores races.

paradigmschiff.com
 @pastryschiff; @paradigmschiff
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Charlotte Martin, RDN, Nutritiously Twisted
Charlotte, MS, RDN, CPT, CSOWM is a registered dietitian, certified personal 
trainer, and self-proclaimed foodie. She is the director of nutrition and wellness 
for the largest health club organization in Maryland by day, and a social media 
influencer and kitchen adventurer by night. 

Charlotte is dedicated to helping others achieve a healthy lifestyle by showing 
and teaching that nutritious dishes can be simple, easy to prepare and look 
pretty, too. She loves to share her healthy kitchen creations and nutrition tips on 
her food-focused Instagram feed, as well as on local television in the Baltimore 
and DC areas, and local and national digital outlets. 

nutritiouslytwisted.com
 @nutritiouslytwisted
 @CharlotteRDN
 /nutritioustwist

Shannon Mahoney, FitStrongShann
Shannon is a health and wellness influencer on Instagram and uses her brand 
to share her passion for healthy living, embracing an intuitive approach to all 
aspects of life and finding the joy in every day. She is passionate about healthy 
eating, balanced living and being active, but also holds a deep love for music, 
pop culture and live entertainment. When she isn't working, she is having fun in 
the kitchen making healthy eating friendly and accessible. Her favorite aspect 
of cooking is including vegetables in meals and snacks that you wouldn't expect, 
such as oatmeal and pancakes. She also has real-talk conversations about her 
experiences with diet culture, letting go of what no longer serves you and 
jumping head-first into everything you want in life! 

 @fitstrongshann

FOOD AS FUEL
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Laura Ligos, RD, The Sassy Dietitian
Laura is a registered dietitian and board certified specialist in sports dietetics. 
She works with everyday and elite athletes to help them fuel their performances 
and live healthy lives. Through her website TheSassyDietitian.com she educates 
her audience on how to eat healthy, make simple real-food recipes and live  
an overall balanced life. Laura has her own private practice in Albany, New York 
and is a Crossfit L-2 trainer. 

thesassydietitian.com
 @thesassydietitian
 /TheSassyDietitian
 @TheSassyRD 
 /TheSassyRD

FOOD AS FUEL
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Healing with Food 

• nutrition therapy

• wellness and healing 
through special diets

• gluten free, FODMAP,  
PCOS, gut health 

• condition-specific  
nutrition

• allergies and food safety

Anjali Shah, The Picky Eater
Anjali is a food writer, published author, board certified health coach, nutritionist, 
mom of two, and advocate for healthy, clean eating for individuals and families.  
Her work has garnered nationwide attention and she has been featured 
through Oprah.com, Women’s Health, Cooking Light, Reader’s Digest, CNN, Food 
Network, SELF, Glamour, BuzzFeed, Huffington Post, Ladies’ Home Journal, 
Whole Foods, SHAPE and Kaiser Permanente. 

Anjali grew up a “whole wheat” girl, but married a “white bread” kind of guy. 
Hoping to prove that nutritious food could be delicious and desirable, she taught 
herself to cook and successfully transformed her husband’s eating habits from 
a diet of frozen pizzas and Taco Bell to her healthy recipes made with simple, 
wholesome ingredients. After becoming a mom, Anjali expanded her content 
to include strategies and techniques to combat picky eating in kids of all ages. 
Anjali started The Picky Eater in 2011 to make healthy food accessible, tasty, 
easy to make at home and picky-eater proof. 

pickyeaterblog.com
 /thepickyeater
 /thepickyeater
 @pickyeaterblog
 /thepickyeater
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Jules Shepard, gfJules
Jules has authored three award-winning gluten-free books, including The First 
Year: Celiac Disease and Living Gluten Free. Jules is also associate editor of  
Gluten Free & More magazine and she pens the #1 voted gluten-free blog 
gfJules.com. Since 2018, she has run her own company with a mission to produce 
compromise-free, gluten-free baking mixes and flour. Her gfJules Gluten Free 
All-Purpose Flour has been voted #1 Certified Gluten-Free Flour three years in 
a row in the Gluten Free Awards.

In 2011, Jules co-founded 1in133.org and helped erect an 11-foot, one-ton  
gluten-free cake in Washington, DC to get the FDA’s attention. Jules continues 
her advocacy and speaks around the country, educating consumers on choosing 
safe gluten-free products, living a fulfilling gluten-free life and baking nearly 
anything gluten-free.

gfjules.com
 @gfjules
 /gfJules
 @THEgfJules
 /gfJules
 Jules Shepard

Tracey Grant, RD, Whole Daily Life
Tracey is the registered dietitian, certified health coach and meal planning 
expert behind Whole Daily Life. She is passionate about making good nutrition 
approachable and sustainable as a way for anyone to improve their health in a 
practical way. She specializes in healing autoimmunity and optimizing digestion 
through clean living and a nutrient-dense foods, sharing her personal experience 
along the way.

wholedailylife.com
 @wholedailylife
 /wholedailylife
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Krysten Dornik, Krysten's Kitchen
Krysten is a health and wellness food blogger specializing in allergy-friendly 
recipes and product reviews. She believes in eating real food that is organic, 
healthy and satisfying. In 2009, Krysten learned that she had to eliminate wheat, 
soy, sugar, dairy and corn from her diet due to a PCOS diagnosis. 

In 2015, Krysten launched Krysten’s Kitchen with the mission to share her years 
of researching healthy alternatives to everyday foods that she could no longer 
eat, as well as the companies that make healthy foods that taste great! After 
learning that she is also allergic to cane sugar and yeast, Krysten developed an 
even bigger drive to learn more about the healthy and safe products and foods 
she can use to create new recipes for Krysten’s Kitchen.

KrystensKitchen.com
 @KrystensKitchen
 /KrystensKitchen
 @KrystensKitchen

Erica Dermer, Celiac and the Beast
Erica is founder and head celiac in charge of Celiac and the Beast. She started 
her website because she felt like she had a new and humorous voice to bring to 
the gluten-free table, and desperately needed some celiac catharsis through 
writing and blogging. With a background in marketing and market research 
and development (including the food and beverage industry), she’s always had 
a soft spot in her heart for packaged goods, marketing and branding in the 
specialty diets industry. She uses humor to get through her diagnosis and living 
gluten-free in a world full of wheat. As a celiac and gluten-free advocate, her 
aim is to educate the world about celiac disease and the importance of this 
wonderful "less than 20ppm" universe we live in. Her first book, Celiac and the 
Beast: A Love Story Between a Gluten-Free Girl, Her Genes, and a Broken  
Digestive Tract was released in 2013 and highlights her life with a celiac disease 
diagnosis and what she's learned along the way.

celiacandthebeast.com
 @celiacandthebeast
 /CeliacAndTheBeast
 @CeliacBeast
 /CeliacBeast
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Samantha Nazareth, MD, Dr Sam Nazareth
Samantha, MD, is a double board-certified gastroenterologist with
interests and experience in emerging digital health/healthcare technology
and the microbiome. She graduated from the only Ivy League medical
program at Brown University. She subsequently completed her
residency in Internal Medicine at NYC’s #1 ranked hospital, New York
Presbyterian-Cornell Medical Center, and then pursued an additional
fellowship in Transplant Hepatology at world-renowned Columbia
University Medical Center. After finishing her hepatology fellowship,
Dr. Nazareth went on to complete a fellowship in gastroenterology at
New York Presbyterian-Columbia University Medical Center. She has
published original research that was featured in the NY Times. She
has appeared on CNN and has been featured in Women’s Health,
Bustle, Popsugar, Shape, Prevention, SheKnows and Reader’s Digest.

drsamnazareth.com
 @drsamnazareth
 @drsamnazareth

Cristina Curp, The Castaway Kitchen
Cristina is the creative mind behind The Castaway Kitchen, a popular food blog 
and destination site for real food and low-carb resources. She is a Miami  
native with Cuban roots who has lived all over the map, supporting her husband’s 
military career. As a chef and mother on the move, she is accustomed to packing 
up their lives (and her knives) to start over every few years. This ongoing adventure 
inspired her blog, which is a collection of inventive low-carb/keto, whole-food 
recipes that have helped her reverse autoimmune disease, lose weight, and 
take control of her own health and well-being. 

Cristina has a BA in anthropology from Florida International University and has 
more than six years of commercial kitchen experience. Using her restaurant 
chef skills and love for food she now creates recipes to help others find health 
and happiness through keto, paleo and AIP lifestyles!

thecastawaykitchen.com
 @thecastawaykitchen
 /thecastawaykitchen
 @castawaykitchen
 /castawaykitchen
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Noelle Kelly, Opera Singer in the Kitchen
Noelle is the intellect and passion behind Singer’s Kitchen, a destination where 
art meets everyday life and where people, brands and communities connect 
through her vivid descriptions of food, music, motherhood and travel. 

Noelle believes everyone can experience an artistic life filled with flavor, love 
and adventures, and her readers feel closer to that life through her honest,  
personal reflections. Similarly, she develops original recipes and creative 
promotions for brands that inspire their growth and elevate their exposure to 
appreciative readers. Noelle has received awards for operatic performances, 
recipes and photography in the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic and continues to build 
national exposure as an influencer across multiple media platforms.

singerskitchen.com
 @singerinkitchen
 /Singerinkitchen
 @singerinkitchen
 /singerinkitchen

Edie Horstman, Wellness with Edie
Edie is a wellness blogger and holistic health coach. She is also a photographer, 
speaker and impending restauranteur. Certified through the Institute of Integrative 
Nutrition as an Integrative Nutrition Health Coach (INHC), Edie helps women 
learn how to trust their bodies, balance their hormones and eat nourishing, 
wholesome foods. Her areas of expertise and interest include body positivity, 
health at every size and PCOS. Edie’s mission and vision are rooted in helping 
women seek body acceptance and responsibly navigate diet culture. She believes 
that wellness is a balanced state of both physical and mental wellbeing. She 
supports and partners with businesses that value sustainability, organic and 
plant-based ingredients, and are mindful of their carbon footprint.

wellnesswithedie.com
 @wellnesswithedie
 /wellnesswithedie
 /ediehelen
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Cindy Gordon, Vegetarian Mamma
VegetarianMamma.com is an inviting website that shares deliciously easy  
gluten-free, nut-free and vegetarian recipes. Cindy shares her family-friendly 
recipes, experiences with traveling with food allergies and while living gluten- 
free, and the kitchen and home products that might enhance the lives of her 
readers. Cindy focuses on simple living, easy-to-find natural ingredients for 
recipes and overall mindfullness of life!

vegetarianmamma.com
 @vegetarianmamma
 /vegetarianmamma
 @VegetarianMamma
 /vegetarianmamma
 Cindy Gordon

Kerri Axelrod, Kerri Axelrod Wellness
Kerri is an authoritative voice in the wellness space with a straightforward 
approach to helping her clients and readers live a healthy lifestyle. As a holistic 
wellness blogger, health coach and recipe developer, Kerri is on a mission to 
help women live healthy, passionate and purpose-driven lives.

Kerri frequently provides expert commentary for national and local media  
publications, speaks regularly at events and partners with top consumer 
brands. She has been featured in publications such as Real Simple, PureWow,  
Byrdie, Reader's Digest and Prevention Magazine. She was also recently named 
one of Boston magazine’s go-to wellness pros for nutrition services as well as 
one of the “Top 10 Healthy Food Instagramers to Follow.” Kerri trained at the 
Institute for Integrative Nutrition, is 200-hour certified yoga teacher and completed 
the Stress Management and Resiliency training at Benson-Henry Institute for 
Mind-Body Medicine at Massachusetts General Hospital. She is currently training 
to be an Ayurveda Health Counselor and working toward her MS in nutrition.

kerriaxelrod.com
 @kerriaxelrod
 /KerriAxelrodWellness
 @KerriAxelrod
 /KerriAxelrodWellness
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Emma White, Eating with Em
Emma is a Boston-based recipe developer. She focuses on healthy and simple 
recipes because she wants eating healthy to be accessible and as easy as  
possible for everyone. Emma hopes to inspire others to change their lifestyle 
and aspires to work with brands that share her goal.

eatingwithem.co
 @eatingwith_em
 /eatingwithem
 /eatingwithem

Alison Marras, Food by Mars
Alison is an New York City-based holistic nutritionist, food blogger and  
photographer who whips up healthy and delicious recipes. She is dedicated to 
enabling her audience to take control of their health in the kitchen. All recipes 
are gluten-free and predominantly paleo (grain-free, dairy-free) and have an 
emphasis on wholesome and seasonal ingredients. 

Living with Hashimoto's Autoimmune disease, Alison began her food blog after 
realizing the importance of food as medicine in helping her heal and in keeping 
symptoms under control. She's been featured in GFF Magazine, The Feed Feed, 
The Wellness Mercantile, Be Well by Dr. Frank Lipman and wellandgood.com. 

foodbybars.com
 @foodbymars
 /foodbymars
 @foodbymars
 /foodbymars
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Max Lugavere, Max Lugavere
Max is a filmmaker, health and science journalist and the author of the New 
York Times best-selling book Genius Foods: Become Smarter, Happier, and 
More Productive While Protecting Your Brain for Life. He is also the host of the 
top iTunes podcast The Genius Life. 

Max has contributed to Medscape, Vice, Fast Company, CNN and the Daily 
Beast, has been featured on NBC Nightly News, The Today Show and in The 
Wall Street Journal, and appears regularly on the Dr. Oz Show, the Rachael 
Ray Show and The Doctors. He is a sought-after speaker and has given talks at 
South by Southwest, TEDx, the New York Academy of Sciences and the Biohacker 
Summit in Stockholm, Sweden.

maxlugavere.com
 @maxlugavere
 /MaxLugavere
 @maxlugavere
 Max Lugavere

Leslie McDonald, Balanced Life Leslie
Leslie is the face behind the social media account @balanced_life_leslie. She 
is a sound healer, reiki practitioner and certified holistic health coach with a 
passion for creating community, sharing recipes and meal prep tips and making 
wellness accessible to everyone. Leslie is a meal prep fanatic and is always 
sharing creative ways to cook simple and delicious recipes with minimal ingredients 
that nourish the body and mind. She believes in balance in all ways, so you can 
find her most days with a green juice in one hand, a chocolate bar in the other, 
while daydreaming about tacos and sweet potato toast for her next meal. 
Leslie's work has been featured in Mind Body Green, Thrive Global, Greatist  
and Whole30recipes.

balancedlife-leslie.com
 @balanced_life_leslie
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Adventure Seekers
• travel advocates

• try new things

• trend seekers

• diversity of  
experience

• face your fears

Valeria Hinojosa, WaterThruSkin
In 2014, Valeria founded WaterThruSkin, a blog about a lifestyle with a  
conscience, aimed at opening its readers’ eyes to a world of mindfulness,  
sustainability, nature-loving adventures and kindness. In other words, WTS’s 
mission is to inspire people to do good and live to the fullest just by performing 
their everyday routines a bit differently, from conscious shopping, to eco- 
friendly travel, adventures with animals in the wild, a plant-based diet,  
sustainable fashion and yoga. Since WTS’s inception Valeria and her team have 
worked with more than 300 conscious brands and hotels.

In February 2017, Valeria launched WTS Connect. The world’s first conscious 
influencer agency connecting world-changing brands with game-changing 
influencers.

waterthruskin.com
 @waterthruskin
 /waterthruskin
 @waterthruskin
 WaterThruSkin
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Cynthia Samanian, Hidden Rhythm
Cynthia is the founder and CEO of Hidden Rhythm, an experiential events studio 
for natural food brands. From interactive dinners to cocktail parties, Hidden 
Rhythm's one-of-a-kind events showcase brands to influencers, media and more.

Growing up in a Persian family, Cynthia is no stranger to dinner parties and how 
sharing food sparks meaningful connection. She loves designing experiences 
that capture the magic at the dinner table, and elevating it from the private 
home to a branded event.

Cynthia received her MBA from Harvard Business School and currently resides 
in San Francisco. When she isn’t in the kitchen, Cynthia is exploring the California 
Coast, skiing in the Sierras, or visiting family in her hometown of Seattle.

hiddenrhythm.com
 @hidden_rhythm

Jen Morilla, The Social Girl Traveler
Jen, also known as The Social Girl Traveler, worked for a New York City  
corporate agency when she decided that she wanted to make a different  
impact on the world. She traded in her cubical for flight miles and over the past 
three years, Jen has traveled to 43 countries and 6 continents impacting the 
lives of more than 13,500 people by dispensing clean water filters. Jen works 
with social, sustainable and eco-conscious brands as an impact travel influencer 
on a mission to transform humankind through impact, purpose and passion. 

thesocialgirltraveler.com
 @thesocialgirltraveler
 /thesocialgirltraveler
 @socialtraveler
 /Msjenmorilla
 The Social Girl Traveler
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Rachel Mansfield, RachLMansfield
Rachel loves to cook, eat and talk all things about real food. Everything about 
the food and wellness industry entices her. She has a passion to create delicious 
and easy recipes that are made with wholesome and simple foods that anyone 
can enjoy. Her recipes have minimal prep work and ingredients and are designed 
for cooks and non-cooks alike. Rachel does not believe in sacrificing flavor for 
health and wants everyone to have their gluten-free chocolate cake and eat 
it, too. Rachel is a sucker for a good piece of her Paleo Chocolate Chip Banana 
Bread and can likely be found walking the water in Hoboken where she resides 
with her husband. Rachel is working on her first cookbook.

rachlmansfield.com
 @rachlmansfield
 /rachLmansfield
 @rachLmansfield
 /rachlmansfield

Renee Byrd, Will Frolic for Food
Renee is a photographer, recipe developer, stylist, writer and founder of the 
blog Will Frolic for Food, which she launched in 2013. She's also a professional 
yoga teacher and mindfulness educator. She's best known for her atmospheric 
photography style, her creative yet accessible plant-based recipes and her 
insightful writing on mental health, wellness and thriving as a highly sensitive 
person. Renee’s work has been featured in Self, Shape, Buzzfeed, Yahoo Food, 
Huffington Post, Thrive, Zeit Magazin and Urban Outfitters UO Blog and more. 

willfrolicforfood.com
 @willfrolicforfood
 /willfrolicforfood
 @_reneebyrd
 /willfrolicforfood
 Renee Byrd
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Ana Alarcon, Ana Goes Fit
Ana is a fitness marketing professional, boxing instructor and health writer.  
Passionate about growing and nurturing the fitness community in her home town 
of Boston, Ana puts her skills to good use running events and teaching classes.

Ana has a strong belief that eating as natural as possible and having an active 
lifestyle means we can all lead healthier lives. On a mission to prove that all 
dishes have a healthy and tasty alternative, Ana can often be found experimenting 
in the kitchen. With an impressive journey of her own, Ana is determined to help 
other women with theirs. Her message is simple: everything in moderation and 
get active.

anagoesfit.com
 @anagoesfit
 /anagoesfit
 @anagoesfit
 /anagoesfit13
 Ana Alarcon
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Rebecca Davis, The Glassy
Rebecca is a Webby Award-winning editor, writer, brand consultant and founder 
of the wellness travel site The Glassy. Through The Glassy and its hyper-curated 
content and city guides Rebecca is working to help make people feel their best, 
no matter where they go. Previously, Rebecca oversaw editorial at Well + Good 
as their deputy editor, and prior to that helped launch an activewear and wellness 
brand at Urban Outfitters. She has also worked as an editor at Nylon and Elle 
Magazines, and her writing has appeared in the New York Times, Vogue, New 
York Magazine, Glamour and Details.

the-glassy.com
 @the.glassy
 /theglassytravel
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Adam Francisco, Adam Francisco
Adam is co-founder of the influencer marketing agency YourFavoriteInfluencer 
and head of sales for programmatic video technology VodelMedia. Adam is 
originally from New York City but currently lives in Los Angeles with his two kids 
Raindrop and Flex.
 
Adam's Instagram account @adamfrancisco focuses on food and travel. His vlog 
www.befreemysheeple.com focuses on life as a digital nomad and highlights his 
motto: Life is too short for a 9–5! In October 2018, Adam will be moving to Bangkok, 
Thailand but plans to return to the US several times a year for business.

befreemysheeple.com
 @adamfrancisco
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Julia Callow, Ginga Julia
Julia is a senior college student at California State University, Long Beach studying 
kinesiology, with an emphasis on strength and conditioning, and gerontology 
with aspirations of helping others become happier and healthier through fitness 
and nutrition. She spends her free time running on the beaches of Newport 
Beach, cooking up healthy meals, and trying various adventure sports like rock 
climbing and slacklining with her boyfriend. Her instagram account @gingajulia 
is a fun, colorful and helpful resource for college students, moms and anyone 
looking for meals and recipes that are healthy and delicious, while also being 
budget and time-conscious. With recipes, tips and real-life stories, her brand 
provides insight into which products and foods are cleaner, better choices.

 @gingajulia
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Michelle Poler, Hello Fears
Born and raised in Caracas-Venezuela, Michelle Poler is a creative and passionate 
social entrepreneur, keynote speaker, fear facer, and branding strategist. 

She is the Founder of Hello Fears, a social movement empowering millions to step 
outside of the comfort zone and tap into their full potential. She has spoken at 
TEDx, Google, INBOUND, Facebook, ESPN, Netflix, Procter and Gamble, Toyota, 
Microsoft, Toyota, World Domination Summit and Festival of Media Global. 
Michelle is also the creator of the project 100 Days Without Fear. Her work has 
been featured on CBS, CNN, Huffington Post, Buzzfeed, Fox News, Telemundo, 
Glamour, Elle, The Rachael Ray Show, Refinery29 and Daily Mail. 

In 2017 she started speaking to the younger generation. Since then, she has 
empowered more than 20,000 students at schools and universities around the 
world to live with courage, find their authenticity and embrace their growth paths.

hellofears.com
 @hellofears
 /hellofears
 Hello Fears
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